PROTECTING FLORIDIANS’ DIGITAL RIGHTS

CREATE A “DIGITAL BILL OF RIGHTS” THAT ENSHRINES THE FOLLOWING:

**THE RIGHT** to have private, in-person conversations without Big Tech surveillance;
**THE RIGHT** to participate in online platforms without unfair censorship;
**THE RIGHT** to know how internet search engines manipulate search results;
**THE RIGHT** to control personal data; and
**THE RIGHT** to protect children from online harms.

Requires Google and other large search engines operating in Florida to disclose whether they prioritize search results based on political or ideological views, or monetary consideration.

**Bans the use of TikTok and other social media platforms tied to China and other foreign countries of concern** on all government devices and bans the access of such platforms through internet services provided by any university, public school or other government office.

**ENSURES**

- government devices and servers are protected from the security risks these platforms pose through their Chinese ties.
- platforms are prohibited on premises where young people could be exposed to harmful content.

**PROHIBITS**

any Florida state or local government employee from coordinating with a Big Tech company to police or censor protected speech.